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Retractable Deck & Patio Canopies

Local & On-line Member
Better Business Bureau

Why wait another year to solve
your hot, glaring sun problems?
If the glaring sun keeps you from enjoying your deck or patio on hot,
sunny days — here’s good news! ShadeTree® Canopies will let you relax
or entertain comfortably outdoors, no matter how hot the sun gets.
Modular design fits any area.
There are no areas that are too large or too small for the ShadeTree® system.
The canopies are available in three widths*: 5’4”, 4’2”, & 30” and come in modules that fit together to cover virtually any width needed.
Each canopy can extend up to 24 feet from the house,
and even longer projections are possible by providing
additional supports for the tracks. * Custom widths available.

A custom-made look. Use your imagination or
let us design it for you.
ShadeTree® Canopies are custom-made to fit your space
and are shipped direct from the factory. (Typically within
three to four weeks!) Simply measure the perimeter of the
area to be covered and we make the system to fit your
area. Our design consultants will be happy to provide a
FREE architectural drawing, as well as complimentary
fabric swatches and quote at no additional charge.

Helps reduce air conditioning costs.

Canopies extend or retract
for sun or shade.

Being able to enjoy your deck or patio in hot weather is the most popular
benefit of ShadeTree® Canopies. But it’s not the only one. By shading
windows and doors during the heat of the day you’ll find it’s remarkably
cooler indoors. And the air conditioner runs less often. So your whole
family is more comfortable — and you save money on electric bills!
• Featuring over 40 commercial-grade outdoor decorator fabrics, to
create your own “outdoor living room”
• Easy do-it-yourself installation, or we’ll refer you to our national
network of independent, professional installers
• Flexible design — adapts to existing structures or new designs
• Three support structure options: wood, aluminum or vinyl
• Unlike other retractable awnings, ShadeTree’s modular design
covers LARGE areas — extends up to 24’ — with no pitch required!
• Easy, financing available with low monthly payments

Patented built-in wind protection.
ShadeTree canopy systems feature a mechanism that guards against wind damage. The mechanism senses increasing wind speeds and automatically releases
tension on the canopy, preventing damage. It’s so reliable, we guarantee it!
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wood & existing structures

canopy & track kits only
The FORESTER

OUR SIMPLE OVERHEAD CANOPY KITS do not include
a structure and simply attach to whatever structure you may already have
(arbors, pergola, etc) or can be integrated into a new structure in the design phase.

The canopy & track kits are known as our “Forester” models
and are offered in three

track styles:

1. Forester “standard” double-sided track
Our standard double-sided track is ideal for a quick retro-fit to attach canopies
to an existing structure by mounting independently underneath existing rafters.
Track placement is not critical and canopies widths are typically our standard
60” or 46” widths. Tracks are available in white, black or taupe.
(see pages 6-7 for more information about Forester, standard double-sided track.)

2. Forester single-sided “strip” track
Our strip track is popular when starting from scratch if you are designing
your own pergola or shade structure and want to create more of a
custom look. Simply space your rafters based on our standard standard 60”,
46” or 30” widths. Canopies can be custom-cut so they fit your specific needs.
Tracks are available in white, black or beige.
(see pages 8-9 for more information about Forester, single-sided strip track.)

3. NEW! Forester “under beam-mounted”
double-sided track
Our new, “under-beam-mounted” double-sided track provides a third
mounting option where this is an existing structure and it is desirable to
minimize the number of tracks and canopies so they align with existing
rafters, When the spacing between beams is narrow, track can be mounted to
skip some beams allowing for a wider canopy widths. Canopies can be customcut so they fit your specific needs. Tracks are available in white or black.
(Our in-house design department can create a CAD drawing to show exact alignment &
canopy widths so that tracks fit perfectly to the bottom of your beams.)
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Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com.
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wood & existing structures

canopy & track kits only
The FORESTER

featuring STANDARD DOUBLE-SIDED TRACKS
mounted to your existing structure

Includes canopies, tracks, mounting hardware and easy-to-follow instructions. Support structure and lumber not included.

STANDARD DOUBLESIDED TRACKS are
available in white, black or
taupe powder-coated
heavy-gauge aluminum.
Tracks can span up to 24 feet.
Rugged aluminum tracks eliminate the need for additional support
beams and will provide years of service.

Many patio covers
with overhead slats
simply don’t provide
enough shade. Now,
you can retrofit
these structures
with our ShadeTree®
overhead “forester”
canopy & track kits.

before

very little shade

for existing or new structures

Tie-in to a deck railing

For lanais and screenrooms,
(canopies & blinds attach to existing framework)

You can support your
ShadeTree® canopies with a
simple wood frame:
A wood frame of 4” x 4” posts is all
that is required. Larger size 5-1/2” x
5-1/2” posts and 4” x 6” side timbers
along tracks are recommended for a
more rugged architectural look.
(see also “Garden Getaway”
brackets on page 37)

Typical wood frame

Installation is as easy as hanging a curtain rod!
For measuring instructions, see page 50.
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after makes a finished, cozy and COOL environment.

Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com.

All it takes is a tape measure and a cordless drill. Simply attach a mounting bracket to any
sturdy surface, attach track, and feed in canopy rollers, then lock them them in place with
adjustable top locks.

Overhead tracks attach to

virtually any surface with a simple mounting bracket.
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wood & existing structures

canopy & track kits only
The FORESTER

featuring SINGLE-SIDED STRIP TRACKS mounted
between beams for a more custom-look

Includes canopies, tracks, mounting hardware and easy-to-follow instructions. Support structure/lumber not included.

SINGLE-SIDED STRIP
TRACKS are available in
white, beige or black
powder-coated heavygauge aluminum. Tracks
can be combined to span
virtually any length.
These simple aluminum tracks can attach to any surface. (wood, metal,
etc.) Depending on surface, alternate fasteners may be needed.

FOR A MORE CUSTOM-LOOK, you can mount
your canopy tracks directly BETWEEN beams using
single-sided “strip track” to create a wood structure
that provides shade as well as architectural interest.
The canopies are available in three fabric widths: 60”,
46”or 30”(see lower right). Custom widths are available.
Ask about our NEW
Cedar Pergola System

It’s easy! Simply space decorative beams 5’3-1/2”, 4’1-3⁄4” or 2’9-1/8”
apart, depending on width of canopies ordered. We can also customcut canopies to fit your specific beam spacing
MOUNTING OPTIONS:
The strip-tracks can be surface-mounted onto the beams as shown below in figure
#2, or the beams can be routed and the strip-track recessed into the routed
space, figure #2. It is important that the tracks remain straight, with consistent spacing
between the beams. Therefore, when using wood beams, it is suggested to use no
smaller than 4” x 6” dry lumber to prevent warping that could affect the performance
of the retractable canopies. (Cedar wood is the most reliable and attractive.)

1-1/4”

FIGURE #1
SURFACEMOUNTED
track option

4x6
Beam

(60” Fabric - 63-1/2”)

4x6
Beam

(46” Fabric - 49-3/4”)
(30” Fabric - 33-1/8”)
1/2”

FIGURE #2
ROUTED/
RECESSED
track option

4x6
Beam

(60” Fabric - 62-1/2”)
(46” Fabric - 48-3/4”)
(30” Fabric - 32-1/8”)
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Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com.

1-1/4”

1-1/4”

4x6
Beam
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wood & existing structures

wood pergola by Archadeck of Rhode Island
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shade ideas

after
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Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com.

“Our deck looks fantastic
and is now a COOL
extension of our home
thanks to our ShadeTree
shade system.”

before

David N., Castle Rock, CO

Final, breath-taking result, thanks to a talented installer and our CAD design staff!

No deck or patio is too challenging!
With our advanced CAD system, and our network of professional installers,
there’s no deck, patio or house configuration too complex for a ShadeTree® Canopy System.
We sometimes get letters from homeowners who would really
like to have a ShadeTree® Retractable Canopy System, but they
say their deck, patio or house design is so complicated they
don’t see how it can be done.

That’s when we send in our design team. First they get all the measurements plus rough sketches of the actual site. Sometimes the homeowner
provides this information, but often they ask us to send in someone from our
network of installers to do this preliminary work.

Once our designers have this information, along with the homeowner’s choice of style and
fabric, they design a system that’s tailored for this unique and challenging setting. The results
are amazing. For example, the Colorado home in the photograph below is a three-story
home, counting the walkout basement. A beautiful stone veranda had been built some time
ago, including stone columns that anchored a wrought iron fence on the main floor level.
The veranda was L-shaped, wrapping around the house. We called in one of our top
ShadeTree independent Colorado installers, Travis Bartell, who went to the site,
took measurements and sketched out a few ideas which were forwarded
to our designers. They designed this beautiful installation using the
stone columns as part of the support system. Constructing the unit
was also a challenge, due to the great weight of the heavy timbers,
which had to span the length of the system.

Proposed CAD design provided for
project in photo above.

The homeowners were thrilled, not only because they now have a
shaded area to use whenever they want, but also because the canopies keep
the sunlight and heat from penetrating their windows into the house.

Installer Spotlight

Travis Bartell, Denver, Colorado
Independent ShadeTree Installer
Our CAD designers and independent
installer, Travis Bartell, worked together to
create a beautiful, custom installation to fit
the homeowner and architect’s design.
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bracket kits make construction easy!
Use our brackets for dozens of
structure designs. Lofty, rugged
good looks complement 4” x 6”
and 6” x 6” timbers*. Hardware
is available for making freestanding or attached structures.
More information is available at:
shadetreecanopies.com

GARDEN GETAWAY BRACKET KIT
includes all metal corner post brackets
and lag bolts needed to complete the
job, plus attractive post caps and easyto-follow plans with a list of lumber
materials needed. (Lumber & overhead track
& canopy system purchased separately.)

Our rugged, “Garden Getaway”
bracket kits are so fool-proof and
solid that they’re popular with
many of our commercial as well as
residential customers.
With easy-to-follow directions and
standard 4x6 and 6x6 lumber from your
local lumber dealer, this attractive structure can be installed in no time.
*cedar lumber recommended

Garden Getaway
bracket kits

Corner Bracket
Left & Right
Middle
Brackets
Post Cap
Left & Right
Wall Mount
Brackets

NOTE: Unlike Alpine bracket kits shown below, Garden Getaway brackets can be
used in unlimited configurations, canopies & track are therefore not included.

Alpine bracket kits
If your backyard space is limited, or mounting to your home is not an
option, these cantilever “Alpine” bracket kits are a great way to create
your own shaded retreat. You’ll use only two 6” x 6” posts (set in
concrete in the ground) and 4” x 6” lumber. We provide the brackets,
tracks, bolts, and ShadeTree® Canopies kit in your choice of fabric,
plus a handy construction diagram with a list of lumber requirements.

3 Configurations to fit your needs:
ALPINE BRACKET KIT + CANOPIES
Includes strong, powder-coated black
metal corner and bracing brackets, as
well as all the lag bolts needed to complete the job. Unlike our Garden
Getaway bracket kit, the Alpine bracket
kit is limited to a 14’6” width and
includes canopies and strip track.
(Lumber not included. Only cedar or redwood is
recommended to avoid shrink and warpage.)
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Double Cantilever

Double/Flat Cantilever

Single Cantilever

Enough shade for the whole
family, anyplace in the lawn,
or at poolside.

Provides shade anywhere in the
lawn for kids to play, or adults to
relax, safe from harmful uv rays.

This compact configuration is
ideal along a fence, wall or in
any small area.

14’6” wide x 12’ deep

14’6” wide x 10’ deep

14’6” wide x 7’ deep
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aluminum support structures

basic aluminum structure
The CAPRI/CAPRI II

rugged, powder-coated aluminum structure
attaches to your house or install free-standing

Includes canopies, tracks, connectors and mounting hardware, pre-drilled and cut for easy assembly and installation.

A unique profile provides
a rugged geometry that
allows the track to span
unsupported up to 24
feet. Available in white,
black, or a handsome
taupe finish.
Its soft-white, satin-black or taupe powder-coated finish complements
any of the many canopy fabrics that are available.

NO CARPENTRY
SKILLS REQUIRED
because our CAPRI model
requires no wood structure
for mounting the canopy
tracks. Attach it to a
building or available as a
free-standing version
(CAPRI II).

retractable for sun or shade

Mediterranean trim kit
This handsome “Mediterranean” trim kit is available in white, matte
black or taupe to coordinate with your architecture and does a nice job
dressing up any Capri model. Additional powder-coated aluminum rails
provide strength as well as provide a channel for the decorative, lowmaintenance vinyl trim pieces to easily slide into, giving your new Capri
model a classic and elegant look. To order the Mediterranean trim simply measure the space from the inside edge of your Capri posts to the
inside edge of connecting posts and/or projection track back to the
house (or posts if free-standing).
Your ShadeTree representative will be happy to provide additional assistance, including a no-obligation quote and design suggestions.
14

Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com.

Covers all
or part –
any size
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aluminum support structures

new aluminum structure
THE BUNGALOW

an attached or free-standing
aluminum support structure

Includes canopies, tracks, connectors and mounting hardware, pre-drilled and cut for easy assembly and installation.

The new Bungalow is an
attractive structure that
tastefully adapts to a wide
variety of architectural
styles. It’s made of heavy,
rust-free aluminum with
rugged support posts that
are softened in appearance
by recessed panels on each side. This new model
features slimline 51⁄2” x 51⁄2” posts with a contemporary
flat post capital available in two sizes: 101⁄8” x 101⁄8” as
shown above, or 81⁄2” x 81⁄2”. The new Bungalow
utilizes a 2” x 6” overhead aluminum track system
that projects up to 24’, with 20’ span between posts.
The ShadeTree Bungalow is available in a soft mattefinish, powder coated in your choice of black, bronze,
beige or white. A coordinated canopy fabric can be
found in our broad selection of outdoor, designer
commercial-grade fabrics.
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attractive open or closed

Inspiring
Design
Style that Matters

The Bungalow
•• low-maintenance
low-maintenance aluminum
aluminum
•• several
several color
color options
options available
available
•• utilizes
utilizes retractable
retractable canopies
canopies
as
as wide
wide as
as 60”
60”
•• projections
projections up
up to
to 24’
24’
•• spans
spans 20’
20’between
between posts
posts

aluminum support structures

A deluxe aluminum shade system . . .

New ShadeTree model inspired by the
grandeur of an American jewel.
On Christmas Eve in 1895, George Vanderbilt first opened the
doors of his newly completed home in the Blue Ridge Mountains of
North Carolina to friends and family. From that day forward, the 250room French Renaissance chateau, the largest and most magnificent
private home in America, has been a center of art, culture and elegance.

Architectural details
like this distinctive
rosette pattern borrow
from the historical
elements decorating
America’s largest home.

eflecting the
R
best of Biltmore ,
™

For Your Home.
New ShadeTree®
outdoor shade
structures.

Breakfast Room
Rosette design on mantel inspired the
new ShadeTree® Biltmore™ model.
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It was the style of Biltmore architecture that motivated our chief
designer to make a trip there last year. He had been working for several
months on designs for a new top-of-the-line ShadeTree model, and
what better place to get inspiration and ideas than this magnificent
chateau.
After a day of taking notes, snapping photographs and making
sketches, our designer returned home and created a new ShadeTree
design so clearly influenced by Biltmore style that we wanted to call it
“Biltmore”. Fortunately, the management of Biltmore was so impressed
with our new design that they granted us permission. We appreciate
their confidence in our new product.
ShadeTree Introduces New “Biltmore” model
Visitors to Biltmore are often struck by two of the chateau’s
seemingly opposite characteristics. That is, the strength and
durability of its thick limestone walls, and the incredible
beauty, delicacy and detail of its French Renaissance design.
On a smaller scale, the new ShadeTree Biltmore reflects
these same characteristics. Inspired by the wood paneling
found inside the chateau, the rugged ShadeTree Biltmore
support posts, made of heavy, rust-free aluminum, are
softened in appearance by recessed panels on each side.
Near the top of each panel is a detailed escutcheon, again
inspired by the mansion’s interior. Atop the graduated
capital of each pole is a ball finial.

Winter Garden
Entrance to Biltmore America’s Largest Home®

The ShadeTree Biltmore is available in a soft
matte-finish, powder coated in your choice of
black, bronze, beige or white. And a
coordinated canopy fabric can be found in our
broad selection of outdoor, designer
commercial-grade fabrics. The ShadeTree
Biltmore is available as a freestanding unit, as
shown in the photograph above, or it can be
attached directly to your home.

Inspired by an American jewel.

Biltmore™, a National Treasure
Biltmore, home of George Vanderbilt (1862 –
1914), is located outside Asheville, North
Carolina in the Blue Ridge Mountains. It is the
nation’s largest private residence and a
National Historic Landmark.
Biltmore™ Estate is still
family-owned with
supervision by George
Vanderbilt’s great
grandson, Bill Cecil, Jr.
Bill Cecil, Jr.
The Biltmore Company
President and CEO

T

The heart of the estate is its 250room French Renaissance chateau,
designed and constructed (1890-1895) by
George Vanderbilt's friend, architect Richard
Morris Hunt. Surrounding the chateau are 8,000
acres of the estate, including magnificent formal and
informal gardens designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, the
father of landscape architecture and co-designer of New
York’s Central Park.

While the mansion is the focal point of the estate, the
grounds surrounding it are every bit as impressive. Rare and
exotic plants grow side by side with native flora such as
mountain laurel, azaleas, rhododendron and white pines. A
four-acre walled garden features 50,000 tulips each spring,
and seas of annual and perennial flowers bloom through-

out the seasons. The estate’s eight-acre kitchen garden is
still well maintained, supplying fresh produce for the many
restaurants throughout the estate.
Biltmore estate has become one of our nation’s most
popular tourist destinations. The estate’s winery, visited
by over 600,000 tourists annually, is the most visited winery
in America. Visitors can now make the experience more
comfortable and convenient by staying at the Inn on
Biltmore Estate®. And a wealth of Biltmore-branded
products, like our new Biltmore™ shade system, are available
to adorn the homes of visitors.
For more information about America’s crown jewel go to
www.biltmore.com.

Order discounted tickets to the Biltmore™, on-line at: www.biltmore.com/fyhtickets

George Vanderbilt, was
the grandson of famous
industrialist
Commodore Cornelius
Vanderbilt, and was
fluent
in
several
languages and a welltraveled intellectual with
an appetite for art,
architecture, horticulture
and literature. He
traveled the world with
his friend and
architect, Richard
Morris Hunt,
purchasing
the finest
paintings,
porcelains,
bronzes,
carpeting and
furniture.

Among his collection
are works by artists
such as Renoir, Sargent
and
Whistler,
as
well as fine furniture
by Sheraton and
Chippendale.
Magnificent artworks
still adorn the chateau,
including
sixteenth
century Flemish
tapestries as well as the
finest Persian and
Oriental rugs.
A chess
set that
belonged
to
Napoleon
while in
exile is also
on display.

George Vanderbilt
(1862- 1914)
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aluminum support structures

ddie Merlot’s is among the Midwest’s hottest restaurants. It’s a place where
fine food, fine wines and fine service make dining a memorable experience.
To get the picture you can visit their website at www.eddiemerlot.com.

Eddie Merlot’s newest location is only a few miles
from our ShadeTree headquarters in Columbus,
Ohio, where it has earned raves from the area’s food
critics. We occasionally get visits from homeowners
who happen to be in Columbus so they stop by to
see our canopies. Before they leave they often ask us
for a recommendation on a great place to eat, and
when they do we point them toward Eddie’s.
But as pleased as the patrons are with the restaurant,
they have no idea what’s in store for them when they
see Eddie’s beautiful new outdoor dining area
shaded by ShadeTree Canopies. The covered area,
over 1,200 square feet, protects diners from the heat
and glare of the Ohio sun. Then at dusk when the
canopies are retracted, the customers can dine
under the stars. For anyone who loves a great dining
experience, it just doesn’t get any better than that.

The restaurant’s management selected our Biltmore
model, the top of the ShadeTree line that was inspired by
North Carolina’s famous Biltmore chateau, America’s largest and
most elegant private home. A soft bronze finish was selected
for the supports and tracks, complimented by color-coordinated
canopies.

“Our new ShadeTree Biltmore shade system looks fantastic!”
“This is a very well-designed product
that will obviously increase the value
of our home. Unlike those flimsy
shade structures sold at the store, this
custom-made system will be around
for a long time. I’m glad I chose the
commercial-grade fabric.
It certainly is a quality system.”
.Jerry C.– Salt Lake City, UT

20 Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com

commercial applications

Top Midwest Restaurants Select ShadeTree Biltmore™ models
Polaris Grill, Polaris, OH

Flatiron Bar & Diner, Columbus, OH
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vinyl support structures

basic vinyl structure
GREENBRIAR/SHADERETREAT

an attached or free-standing
basic vinyl support structure

Includes canopies, tracks, connectors and mounting hardware, pre-drilled and cut for easy assembly and installation.

Gothic
Cap

Flat Cap

Vinyl support structures are
available in white, or beige
with heavy-gauge aluminum
reinforcement. Tracks can
span up to 21 feet making
this structure ideal for
shading large areas, both
residential and commercial.
Choose from traditional
Gothic post cap or contemporary Pyramid post cap

If you prefer the look of solid wood, but don’t want the
hassle of scraping, sanding, painting, staining or sealing,
you’ll love our GREENBRIAR (attached) or SHADERETREAT
(free-standing) basic vinyl models. Though it looks like
painted wood, this handsome, rugged aluminum-reinforced
vinyl structure is virtually maintenance-free. The ShadeTree
canopies ride smoothly overhead in tracks that are formed
into both sides of the beams.
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free-standing
“ShadeRetreat” model

attractive
open or closed

attached
“Greenbriar” model

Concerned about where posts are placed? No Problem. Optional corner brackets provide flexibility.
Variable post
placement

Fixed post
placement

Variable post placement
– flexible.
The variable-post bracket provides
more options for post placement.
Ideal for situations where the
standard “fixed-post” system results
in one or more posts in awkward
positions. (steps, walkways, etc. )

Fixed post placement
– a finished look.
This standard fixed-corner bracket
provides a strong and finished look.
All parts are pre-cut and pre-drilled.
Posts may be mounted onto deck or
embedded into the ground.
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vinyl support structures

shade ideas

A shaded patio with an unobstructed view of the mountains.

ShadeTree’s flexible design was well-adapted to fit the homeowner’s low roof line and existing rooftop balcony and railing.

“ Your ShadeTree
canopy system
gave us a new
shade respite at
dockside.”
David C. ,
North Palm Beach, FL
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Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com

commercial applications

Outdoor tennis parties and club picnics
are cool and comfortable for Wickertree Tennis Club
members, thanks to a Super ShadeRetreat™ (a whopping
21’ x 21’ size, large enough for over thirty people!)

The possibilities are endless
for residential or commercial use.
See more commercial “shade ideas” on pages 36-45.

Children’s World Daycare Centers – various locations

❥

Restaurant patios
Poolside sun protection
❥ Golf instruction areas
❥ Over spectator bleachers
❥

❥

Outdoor smoking areas
Assisted living center patios
❥ Children's play areas
❥ Anywhere LARGE crowds gather
❥

Poppyridge Golf Course – Livermore, California 25

vinyl support structures

decorative vinyl structure
Classic PERGOLA

A beautiful, architectural structure that adds visual
appeal & resale value to your property.

Includes canopies, tracks, connectors and mounting hardware, pre-drilled and cut for easy assembly and installation.

The architectural beauty of a pergola with the
retractable features of a ShadeTree® Canopy System.
These pre-cut pergola kits in low-maintenance vinyl can be
used as a free-standing structure, or attached to a building.
FUNCTIONAL AND ATTRACTIVE, ShadeTree®
Retractable Canopies feature over forty decorator,
commercial-grade outdoor fabrics to create your own
fashionable “outdoor room”. LOW-MAINTENANCE –
vinyl is virtually maintenance free and termite proof.
Canopies are easily removed for occasional cleaning (mild
soap & water) or seasonal storage. Pergolas clean-up nicely
with an occasional power-washing.

Let us create a pergola to fit your space and style!
ROUND COLUMNS

Vinyl pergolas are an exclusive ShadeTree® product
and available in two styles:
Vinyl pergola with round columns - uses 30” canopies and additional beams on outside edge of tracks for more architectural appeal.
Vinyl pergola with
square posts
- uses 60” or 46”
canopies and no
additional beams
on outside edge of
tracks. The reduced
materials result in a
savings of 20 - 30%
less than our vinyl
pergola with round
columns.

SQUARE POSTS

Our ShadeTree Shade Consultants will be happy to quote both options for you.

38 Call 800-894-3801
26
Call 800-894-3801
or visitorwww.shadetreecanopies.com
visit ShadetreeCanopies.com

Need installation? Ask about our Installation Referral Service

For more information including an online estimate, visit ShadetreeCanopies.com 27

vinyl support structures

shade ideas

Jane C.,Sommerville, TN

featuring ShadeTree vinyl pergola

Mark K., Willowbrook, IL

a beautiful view
from every angle
Thomas N.., Seaside, NJ

Introducing a NEW
shade system!

The TREX® PERGOLA
WITH SHADETREE
ShadeTree® has partnered with Trex®, one of
the best known and respected names in outdoor living, to create an exciting new pergola
design incorporating the Forester Single-sided
Strip Track canopy system.
The Trex®Pergola™ with ShadeTree® Canopy
offers the ultimate in outdoor living comfort a strong beautiful structure with a proven
shade system that installs easily and is low
maintenance. Made with genuine TrexTrimTM
so there is no fading rotting or splitting.
Comes in attractive, low maintenance matte
white finish. Also offered painted your specified color at additional cost. Available in freestanding and attached models. Beams span up
to 16', rafters span up to 15' (attached models).

NEW!
ShadeTree®
Trex® Pergola

Call 800-894-3801 for design assistance, fabric samples, and pricing. 29
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more sun protection
BACKYARD Blinds™

NOW in SEVEN STANDARD SIZES, or custom-cut to fit
your existing structure or new ShadeTree® system.

Installation is easy!
Brackets are available with
every Backyard Blind™ to
allow attachment to virtually
any surface such as wood
beams or existing window
frames. Alternative hardware
is available for attaching to
ShadeTree tracks.
Please specify wood brackets or ShadeTree track brackets when ordering.

Color-coordinated fabrics make our Backyard Blinds™ a
nice compliment to your ShadeTree system, or use them
independently on an existing structure. Simply pull them
down when needed, or leave them rolled up when you
want full view of your surroundings. The fabric is now
available in seven widths and adjustable to pull down to
84” to give you sun protection and privacy.
Airflow™ solar MESH fabrics
4 foot width
$164.95
5 foot width
$179.95
6 foot width
$274.95
8 foot width
$319.95
10 foot width
$384.95*
Mesh fabric on blinds block 80%-90% of UV
rays; darker colors have higher UV blockage.
Awning SOLID & STRIPE fabrics
4 foot width
$229.95
5 foot width
$275.95
Awning fabrics not available on widths greater than five feet.
Fabrics shown on pages 46 - 49.
Custom widths are available for an additional 10% up charge.

*FREIGHT

NOTE: Blinds are shipped, freight-free if ordered and shipped with a
ShadeTree® canopy system. All blinds 8 foot wide or less are shipped via UPS. 10 foot
blinds must be shipped via truck therefore freight charge is much higher. Freight charges
do NOT double if additional blinds are shipped with 10 foot blind.
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AirFlow™ Solar MESH fabrics
Block approximately 70% of the sun’s harmful rays with AirFlow™ Solar
Mesh fabrics while allowing a muted view to the outside. Breezes pass
through adding pleasant comfort to the area.

Commercial awning SOLID & STRIPE fabrics
Block 100% of the sun’s harmful rays with rugged
commercial-grade, solution-dyed acrylic outdoor
fabrics. (guaranteed not to fade!) These beautiful
fabrics provide additional privacy from neighbors and are ideal around hot tubs, etc. .

BACKYARD BLINDS™ provide
beautiful shade for many outdoor
areas including patios, screen
rooms, trellises, pergolas, arbors,
hot tubs and gazebos.
WIND NOTE: These shade & privacy blinds provide effective and fashionable
relief from glaring sun at a side angle. However, blinds are vulnerable to wind
and may cause damage if left unattended during strong winds. Blinds may be
secured by drilling a hole into the weighted handle and attaching a bungee cord
to blind. Owner assumes all liability for anchored blinds.
MEASURING NOTE: Widths above are approximate. See order form or web site
for specific size with hardware allowance and detailed measuring instructions.
Custom lengths and widths are available for an additional charge.

ORDER BLINDS NOW, ON-LINE : visit: BackyardBlinds.com

Block early-morning or late-afternoon
low sun and enjoy more privacy
at the same time!
Rugged yet fashionable.

Backyard

Blinds
ind
™

Rugged, sun-resistant resin & stainless steel mechanisms are designed for years of reliable
outdoor use. The fabric roll may be easily removed for seasonal storage. Hardware is
available for each blind to allow for attachment to a wood frame or ShadeTree® tracks.
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Surrounding valance and cabana curtains . . .
Add a color-coordinated, decorative
valance for a finished looked.
Further define the area as an “outdoor
room” by adding a color-coordinated,
decorative valance. These valances snap
into overhead track system as shown below.
Simply measure all sides you’d like
trimmed with a valance and indicate your
fabric choice and measurements on the
order form. We’ll add a binding to the
edges and rivet them to the snap-in valance
strip for durability.
Only $11.55 per linear foot for solid or striped valances.
(See page 37 for logo imprint program.)
The valance fabric slides into a
trim molding which quickly
snaps into the outside of the
tracks. Easily removed for
seasonal storage.
(*See optional wood structure
installation note below.)

It’s a “snap” - literally!

B

On a wood (Forester) structure*

C

On an aluminum (Capri/Capri II) structure

Solid forest green valance with green mesh canopy (with logo)

Solid navy valance with navy canopy

* When using a wood structure, valances can be grommeted every 18”
for wood front or side header valances. (For use with eye hooks - not
supplied.) Please specify grommets, if desired, when ordering.

Mix &
Match ‘em
Complement your
new ShadeTree®
System with a
matching or
contrasting valance!

Solid Yellow Canopy
with
Striped Yellow Valance

32 Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com.

B

C

NOTE: Valances add an attractive, finished appearance to any of the ShadeTree® systems. However, due
to constant exposure to wind and friction, the valances are only warranted for one year. It is therefore recommended that the valances be removed for seasonal storage to avoid damage.

add a designer touch to any shade structure.
New! Cabana Privacy Curtains turn a
hot patio into a fashionable shade oasis.
For many people privacy, as well as shade,
is an important aspect of outdoor living.
Now you can add retracting privacy curtain
panels to any of our ShadeTree® shade
models, by simply feeding the stainlesssteel roller hooks into the bottom track
channel. Or, attach these curtains to
VIRTUALLY ANY STRUCTURE using
our strip track when no bottom channel is
available. Standard length 10 foot.
Custom lengths are available.
When ordering, specify if curtains will be:
“used in ShadeTree® tracks” ($44.95 per linear foot)
or if curtains will be used on

“on a existing structure” ($59.95 per linear foot).
Includes track.

Available in 12 decorative, commercial-grade fabrics
to mix and match with overhead canopies.
sky blue

antique beige

sunflower

jockey red

pacific blue

taupe

spring

burgundy

navy blue

camel

forest green

black

Easy to install curtain hardware
adapts to existing structures
and all ShadeTree® models.
A great way to dress up
any outdoor living area. (Add
a valance for a finishing touch!)
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Need furniture for your new,
elegant outdoor living space?
ShadeTree® Cool Living has established relationships with
various high-quality outdoor furniture manufacturers.
• Coordinate colors and furniture with your ShadeTree® Canopies
• Work with Design Consultants who have years of experience in
outdoor living spaces
• Special pricing when you order through ShadeTree® Cool Living

34 Call 800-894-3801 for more information including design assistance, pricing, and fabric samples.
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Canopy Storage
Wrap-Ups
Store your canopies
safely and keep them
fresh-looking.

storage
wrap-ups

Perfect for protecting
canopies at your home or
vacation retreat when
canopies are not in use. It
keeps them fresh and
clean so they’ll continue
to add charm and style (as
well as shade) to your
deck or patio. Available in
all Sunbrella® solid or
stripe fabrics to match
your canopies. Each WrapUp protects one canopy
section (specify 60”, 46” or
30” width and fabric color.)
$76.95 each for 60” or 46”
and $54.95 for each 30”.

It’s a snap

. . . just wrap them
around your retracted canopies and
snap – you’re done! May be used to
protect canopies when they removed
and stored during winter months.

Note: canopies stored outside in wrapups in winter will attract squirrels, etc.

Plant
hangers

Other useful parts:

Add a gardener’s
touch to your
ShadeTree®
structure with
Plant Hangers!
Conveniently hooks
into bottom of
ShadeTree® tracks.
Package of 6 $9.95

Easily reaches canopies that
are mounted too high to
reach. One end pulls the
canopies, the other end of
the SkyHook pushes front
cross member into locking
position. Includes handy
hanging bracket. Available in
60” or 40” lengths. Free
w/order. $15.40 for add’ls.

Sky Hook

BUY

on-line now!
ShadeTree
Canopies.com/
parts

For use on:
• Awnings, tents, tarps,
Cushions, umbrellas & boat
covers
• Patio furniture – vinyl,
plastic & wood
ShadeTree® Canopy Cleaner
12 oz. powdered concentrate
makes 3 gallons
$21.95
ShadeTree® Water Repellent
22 oz. spray bottle
$21.95
EasyRider™ Track Lubricant/Cleaner
4 fl oz.
$16.45

SAVE $ Buy all 3!
EasyRider™ Track Lubricant Cleaner,
Water Repellent & Canopy Cleaner
ShadeTree® Maintenance Kit $43.85

Roof Mounting bracket
When a ShadeTree systems needs to
be attached to a roof, these brackets
provide a secure surface for the
track end-mounting brackets. Not
necessary for the single-sided strip
tracks. $54.95 each.

Internal Column/Post Anchors
For use when surface-mounting columns or
vinyl 4x4 posts to concrete or decks. Internal
wood post bolts directly onto bracket.
Column anchor (pergolas & Biltmore)
$109.95 each
4 x 4 post anchor (Greenbriar & Bungalow) $76.95 each

Call 800-894-3801 35
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ShadeTree® Canopies
are perfect for

large
commercial projects!

Desert cafe finds relief for guests
Shelby’s Cafe, located in the heart of the desert, (Tubac, Arizona) found
glaring sunlight made their outdoor dining area unusable much of the
year. Now ShadeTree® Canopies have changed all that. Today’s
customers dine comfortably, even on the brightest days. And in the
evening the canopies are easily retracted for dining under the stars.
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No other shade system offers so much shade with such
versatility and durability. Its high quality and low
maintenance, along with its 24-FOOT SPAN, can turn
any outdoor area into an attractive and functional space
where people can escape from the heat of the sun and
gather for social events and meetings.
ABOVE: The Marriott Georgian Golf Resort – Villa Rica, Georgia

Logo imprinting
program gives
your canopies
a professional
touch.
Its like adding a sign that
does double-duty!
Why just settle for shade? If your business could use
more exposure, our logo imprinting service is a great way
to grab attention!
Woodbridge Assisted Care Retirement Center – Pemberton, PA

A wonderful place for groups to gather
The Woodbridge Assisted Care Retirement
Center in Pemberton, Pennsylvania created a
pleasant new outside area for lounging and dining with ShadeTree® Canopies.

Residents

appreciate the protection from intense daytime
sun. On overcast days the ShadeTree® canopies
are retracted to brighten up the interior.

16’

38’
21’4”

10 - ShadeTree Retractable
Canopies
16’ long each over patios

16’

ShadeTree® Canopies utilize a permanent painting process
that assures your logo design will retain a long-lasting,
attractive appearance. Various color paints are available to
closely match your logo color, however white on darker solid
fabrics usually works best. (Striped fabrics generally do not
look good with an imprint.)
With ten additional working days, we’ll add your logo to the
front handle portion of the canopies or on a valance. We’ll
need a clean black and white print or an electronic computer image (in tiff format) of your logo, or artwork. (Sometimes,
we can use your letterhead, however with over a 1000%
enlargement, this usually requires an additional redrafting
expense by our staff artists and will be quoted on an individual basis.) Costs for the imprinting program are as follows:

Set-up fee – per design
Each imprint – per design
(Imprint size approx. 24” x 12”)

$250
$150
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restaurants

shade ideas
Sushi restaurant adds outdoor
dining for over 100 people!
Haiku Restaurant – Columbus, Ohio
Located in a thriving art district, Haiku added an outdoor
dining area to accommodate the growing need for additional seating. Unfortunately, hot glaring sun made the
patio unusable until late in the evening.
When the ShadeTree System was installed, Haiku was
able to serve more customers, comfortably.

Haiku Restaurant was recently voted one as one
of the “Top Outdoor Dining Experiences”
by Columbus Monthly Magazine!

A glare-free, spectacular view to complete
the outdoor dining experience.
Island Prime Restaurant in San Diego, California has a beautiful view overlooking the city skyline, harbor, naval air base, and Coronado Bridge. This
restaurant has two distinctive dining areas, (indoors and outdoors) each with
their own impressive menu and atmosphere. The outdoor patio area, with its
casual theme, features a breathtaking view. Previously the glare from the
water made outside dining a blinding experience. Not anymore! With
ShadeTree Canopies the view is spectacular and much more enjoyable.

38 Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com

The patio’s unusual wedge shape was no problem.

Side Backyard Blinds™ for additional sun protection.

Who loves it more – customers or waitresses?
For many years the owner of this Applebee’s restaurant
in offered outdoor seating at several umbrella tables
adjacent to the restaurant. But umbrella tables just
didn’t cut it, especially on the hottest days, when customers would rather stand in line for a table indoors.
So the restaurant manager did some research and gave
us a call. Almost overnight our ShadeTree representative, Kit Carson, began working with the manager,
measuring the area and designing a perfect canopy
system for the 40 foot by 13 foot area.

A Capri model was selected, in black to match the
fence surrounding the area. As the installer was
finishing the last canopy, hungry customers were
already pouring in to enjoy the shade. Not only do
the customers love it for the comfortable shade, but
the staff of waiters and waitresses also love not having
to put umbrellas up and down every day. Plus, unlike
the umbrellas, every time a gusty wind pops up, they
know the patented wind release mechanism will
release the canopies to float harmlessly in their tracks.

The thrilled franchise owner of this popular
eatery owns a total of 40 Applebee’s
restaurants; so more ShadeTree Systems are
on the drawing board. Now you too can
own this commercial-quality shade
system for your home!

Canadian restaurant chain features
ShadeTree® Canopies
If you have ever stepped inside one of Joey Tomato's
Mediterranean Grills in Western Canada, then surely you’ve
experienced their addictive & bold flavors of the
Mediterranean, complemented by first class service and
unique design. ShadeTree® Retractable Canopies were
incorporated into the outdoor dining area at their
Kelowna, B.C. restaurant and recently also at their Seattle,
Washington restaurant.
Overhead beams were spaced to accommodate the strip-track canopy
system. Furniture fabric was matched to the overhead canopy fabric.

Joey Tomato’s– Kelowna, B.C. Canada
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resorts
Wyoming resort completes new project
with ShadeTree Canopies.
If you’ve ever been to Jackson Hole, Wyoming, you know it’s about
as close to heaven as you can get without leaving this earth. One
of the crown jewels of the area is 3 Creek Ranch, a 710-acre expanse
of classic western real estate, offering deluxe building sites.
The impressive Clubhouse sits on the crest of a hill, taking full
advantage of the ranch’s coveted central valley location. Although
it features an elegant dining room, it is their rustic outdoor deck
with fire pits, massive stone and natural timbers that attracts many
diners. There simply could not be a more perfect place to dine
while embracing the beauty of the west.
Yet the Wyoming sun can be cruel, so the club worked with
ShadeTree designers to incorporate ShadeTree Canopies into the
deck’s massive timbers. As a result, members can now enjoy the
clear blue Wyoming sky while they dine, no matter hot and
glaring the sun may be.

To learn more about 3 Creek Ranch,
including real estate opportunities,
visit: www.3creekranch-jh.com

When you hear the name Lawrence Welk, chances are you
think of the popular TV show that debuted in 1955 and became one
of America’s top television shows for nearly 27 years, until its final
episode in February 1982. (And it’s still on re-runs.)
But there was another successful side of Mr. Welk. In the 1960s he purchased a hotel
in San Diego and began turning it into one of the country’s finest resorts. It grew in
size and reputation over the years, and today it is a popular get-away, composed of
up-scale time-share villas. (One of three resorts Mr. Welk created.)
The San Diego Welk Resort has become one of California’s
premier sites for families seeking R & R from their busy lives.
In the heart of the resort is a popular recreation center with
two swimming pools, lounging areas and a game room. One
of the most popular spots is a pergola-covered area with
tables and lounge chairs where residents like to spend hours
“hanging out”, under the cool ShadeTree canopies.
The area is 11 canopies wide, providing over 50 feet of shade for guests!
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The Hilton - Universal City, California (above)

Hollywood-Style Outdoor Dining Experience

The Hilton Los Angeles/Universal City is located in the heart of the
"Entertainment District" of Los Angeles, California. This 6 1/2 acres resort across
from the main entrance of Universal Studios Hollywood features a beautifully
decorated Cafe Lounge with glass, marble and brass accents and a wonderful
outdoor dining area. Just one problem - hot glaring sun on the patio.

The Marriott - Burr Ridge, Illinois (bottom)

When the Hilton Facilities Manager saw ShadeTree Canopies exhibiting at the
National Restaurant Show in Chicago, he instantly recognized a solution to his
hotel’s glaring hot patio problem. The hotel now regularly hosts outdoor
receptions and events. This high profile facility frequently hosts VIP guests,
including celebrities from nearby Universal Studios.

A Marriott Transformation

The spacious patio outside the restaurant at the Marriott Hotel in Burr Ridge, Illinois
was nice to look at, but otherwise was pretty much useless. The heat and glare of
the afternoon sun made it too uncomfortable to use in any way. That all changed
when Dave Content, owner of Archadeck of Will County designed the magnificent
ShadeTree Pergola shown below.

Once the Marriott approved the design, Dave’s crew immediately installed the
system. The 64-feet-long installation projects a full 24 feet from the building,
which is ample space to accommodate nine tables. Diners love to eat in the shade
outdoors, and the Marriott people are thrilled with the increased revenue
generated by the extra tables at both lunch and dinner at this popular restaurant.
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Popular Arizona golf course
plagued by hot sun finds relief
After a fun-filled day of golf, the “19th Hole” at this
beautiful course is a popular spot to relax and relive
some of the day’s more memorable shots. Until
recently, however, the intense Arizona sun kept
relaxing golfers indoors. But now, thanks to this new
ShadeTree® Canopy System, golfers can do their
relaxing outdoors, in the cool shade below the
canopies.
Westbrook Golf Course
Peoria, Arizona

sports clubs

shade ideas

Golf course deck puts ShadeTree CAD Staff
to the challenge
To allow dining patrons to comfortably enjoy the view of the gorgeous
course, club managers chose to install a custom-made ShadeTree® system.
While the shape and size of the deck was a challenge for any shade system,
ShadeTree consultants and CAD operators successfully designed a system
that would provide shade, as well as add interest and beauty to the
existing deck structure.
The club’s odd-shaped deck was
no problem with a ShadeTree®
shade structure.

Bunker Hill Golf Course
Medina, Ohio

Jefferson Country Club
New Albany , Ohio
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Hickory Point Golf Course
Decatur, Illinois

ShadeTree’s ability to cover
LARGE areas with
retractable shade was the
key factor that no other
shade system could meet.
Swim & Racquet Club – Upper Arlington, Ohio

Swim and Racquet Club expands sunprotected area for poolside relaxation

The year was 1938.
1938

The place was a prestigious country club on
Chicago’s North Shore, and one of the club’s
most popular spots was the swimming pool
pictured in this vintage postcard. Times
were simpler then, and life was good.

The management at the Swim and Racquet Club knew the importance
of providing sun protection for their members and was one of our first
ShadeTree canopy customers. Recently, the club installed a another
wood pergola and included a ShadeTree system under it too. The
facility can now shade an impressive amount of people.

Country Club on
Chicago’s North Shore

Now, flash forward seventy years to 2008.
The club, still among Chicago’s most prestigious, is flourishing. And
today’s members can enjoy their current pool even more, thanks to
this ShadeTree Canopy System installed at poolside. Life, though a
bit more complicated today, is still good on the North Shore.
Pawtucket
Country Club— Pawtucket,
Installed by Archadeck of West Rhode Island
Call 800-894-3801
or visit RI
www.shadetreecanopies.com
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Elegant 19th hole relaxation after eighteen holes of golf.
Heritage Golf Club – Hilliard, Ohio

If you’re like many golfers, you enjoy winding down
on the patio – watching other golfers’ final shots.
Its a great time, unless the sun’s blinding glare and heat keep you inside.
Heritage Golf Club in Hillard, Ohio is a first-rate facility that knows how to keep
their members and guests comfortable. After seeing ShadeTree on other clubs
and restaurants, the club manager contacted ShadeTree to have an installer
come out and look at their patio. The local Independent installer, Mark Straub,
provided the carpentry and installation for the LARGE wood pergola, featuring
seven forest green ShadeTree® retractable canopies. As you can see from the
photograph - the final new patio pergola is beautiful!

Now, over twenty guests can sit comfortably under the large
35’ x 16’ foot outdoor dining area.

The pergola, attached to the clubhouse makes a cool and inviting place for members
to wind down and enjoy watching golfers. It also keeps the club house cooler too!
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Corporate giant with a heart
for little people.
One of the benefits of working at Google

headquarters in Mountainview,
California is the great daycare center
for children of employees. As you might expect, much of the
kids’ time is spent outdoors, and parents know their children are
protected from the harmful rays of the sun by these ShadeTree
Canopies built into rustic overhead beams.

Looks great.
Protects the kids.
Parents love it, too!
Google headquarters daycare center— Mountainview, CA

The world’s largest aquarium now has some very
cool, and happy sea turtles thanks to ShadeTree.
Among the most popular animals at the world’s largest aquarium in Atlanta,
Georgia are the sea turtles. The exhibit is outdoors, which the turtles seem to
prefer, but the hot Georgia sun can raise the water temperature higher than their
natural sea habitat. At the same time the intense sun makes the thousands of
visitors who watch them downright uncomfortable.
The solution was a ShadeTree Canopy System, which keeps the turtles’ water at a
comfortable temperature, and keeps the audience cool. On overcast days the
canopies are simply retracted. The result: happy turtles and comfortable vacationers.
If you have not been to the Georgia Aquarium, we recommend it highly.
For more information, visit their web site: GeorgiaAquarium.org.
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Series A
Select from

AirFlow™ MESH

Economical, attractive and durable.
Mesh fabric shades shown below differ slightly for 6’ to 10’ blinds.

over forty

handsome & durable

decorator fabrics
In three price & style series:

Forest Green (77% shade)

Beige (72% shade)

Series A
Airflow Mesh Fabrics
These rugged AIRFLOW™ mesh fabrics
block much of the sun’s rays (percent
depends on color) yet allow cool breezes
to penetrate. They pass just enough sunlight to make the area ideal for relaxing,
dining or growing light-sensitive plants.
They are made to last for years in PVCcoated mesh, while offering an affordable
and attractive shade alternative to solid,
100% sun-blocking acrylic fabrics. (Series
B & C fabrics)

Series B & C
Commercial-grade Awning
Solid & Stripe Fabrics
ShadeTree® Canopies, as well as our
Backyard Blinds™ are available in handsome decorator fabrics from America’s
leading outdoor fabric brands,
SUNBRELLA® & OUTDURA®.
These solution-dyed acrylic fabrics block
100% of the sun’s rays while they compliment the decor of your home. They
are also water-repellent. Made from
rugged solution-dyed acrylic fibers, they
are guaranteed to maintain their color and
strength for a minimum of five years.
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White (45% shade)

Black (78% shade)

Gray (69% shade)

Bronze (78% shade)

We proudly offer Sunbrella® fabrics, by Glen Raven Mills,
and Outdura® fabrics by Shuford MIlls– America’s leading
manufacturers of commercial, outdoor fabrics for awning,
marine and outdoor furniture cushions.
We stock over 30 Sunbrella® & Outdura® solid and stripe
patterns shown in this catalog. However, we will be happy
to custom-order additional solids or stripes to match your
existing cushion or awnings. ($25 handling fee.)
NOTE: Sunbrella® custom-order stripes only available in 46” widths.
Sunbrella® and Outdura® fabrics pass the Skin Cancer
Foundation test for significant levels of sun protection.

Need swatches? Call 800-894-3801 or visit ShadetreeCanopies.com.

Series B

Terra Cotta

Aspen

Commercial-grade Awning SOLID COLOR fabrics

Cadet Grey

Yellow

Forest Green

Linen

Marine Blue

Taupe

Navy

Burgundy

Sky Blue

Beige

Heather Beige

NEW! Silica Dune

Black

NEW! Tresco Birch

NEW! Turquoise

Linen Tweed

Charcoal Tweed

NEW! Silica Sesame
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Series C

Commercial-grade Awning STRIPED premium designer fabrics

HEATHER BEIGE Classic Stripe (46” only)

PUTTY Regimental Stripe (46” only)

Captain NAVY (46” only)

FOREST VINTAGE Bar Stripe (46” only)

Baycrest SKY Stripe (46” only)

TAUPE /GREEN Stripe (46” only)

NEW! Arcadia SKIPPER (46” and 60”)

Big Sur FOREVER GREEN (46” and 60”)

YELLOW/WHITE Stripe Also available RED/WHITE Stripe and BLACK/WHITE Stripe (46” and 60”)
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Summerton BALTIC BLUE (46” and 60”)

. . . for those who want to add a sense of design and fashion to their outdoor room!

Carlisle BARK (46” and 60”)

Carlisle CHARCOAL (46” and 60”)

Laurel Bay ONYX (46” and 60”)

Laurel Bay CEDAR (46” and 60”)

NEW! Laurel Bay NICKEL (46” and 60”)

NEW! Oakgrove DRIFTWOOD (46” and 60”)

NEW! Oakgrove GRANITE (46” and 60”)

Edgewood BEIGE PUMICE (46” and 60”)

Edgewood SKIPPER (46” and 60”) Also available Edgewood MAROON

NEW! Summerton ASPEN (46” and 60”)

Fabrics shown above on page 49 are Outdura® brand
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measuring instructions
1.

Select a ShadeTree® model.

an easy, Saturday afternoon do-it-yourself project!

Choose The Forester, The Capri/Capri II, The Biltmore, The Greenbriar/ShadeRetreatTM or Deluxe or Basic Pergola.
HOUSE

Determine width of area to be covered.
One width
60” = 5’4”
46” = 4’ 2-1/4”
30” = 2’ 9-5/8”

Two widths
Three widths
60” = 10’ 8”
60” = 16’
46” = 8’ 4-1/2”
46” = 12’ 6-3/4”
30” = 5’ 7-1/4”
30” = 8’ 4-7/8”
(Center-to-center measurements)

Four widths
60” = 21’ 4”,
46” = 16’ 9”
30” = 11’ 2-1/2”

Projection

Standard canopy fabric width is 60”, 46” or 30”. With hardware, canopies
measure 5’4”, 4’2-1/4”, or 2’9-5/8”, wide. To cover your area, the canopies are
ordered in multiple sections which interlock on tracks as shown at right.
Each of the tracks are therefore spaced 5’4”, 4’2-1/4” or 2’9-5/8” on center
(custom cuts are available - refer to CAD for dimensions). The canopy
widths can be mixed to achieve desired overall width of system.
Not sure how many canopies you need? Visit: shadetreecanopies.com/estimatorweb/

3.

Determine projection of the canopies.

Note: Canopies cover 2” to 6” less
than projection measurement

2.

Tracks

Please note: Actual canopy length will be 6” to 10” shorter than your projection measurement to accommodate track mounting hardware.

Any projection from the house can be ordered, up to 21 (Biltmores can be up to 24’)’. When ordering the Forester model, measure the full distance
between the anchoring points at each end of the track. The factory will make the necessary adjustments to your measurements to allow for the
brackets at each end. The factory will also include a track Extender (see right) for one end of each track to help you compensate for any minor measuring errors. Measure the horizontal distance (projection) from the anchoring point, as indicated below:

Support post

When ordering wood-mounted Forester models, if
using standard tracks, projection should be from
mounting point to mounting point. If ordering the
single-sided OR underbeam track, the projection
will be the length of the
beams on which you are
Measuring for The Forester
mounting the tracks.

4.

Select a fabric for the canopy.

When ordering the Capri or Biltmore
(aluminum support system) or the
Greenbriar or Pergolas (vinyl support
system), the projection measurement
should be made from the side or
overhang of the house to the outside
edge (outside edge to outside edge if
free-standing) of where you intend to
position the support post.

“EXTENDER”
For track length
adjustments. One
included for each track.
Makes installation easy!

See fabrics on pages 46-49. Prices shown on inside of order form.

FREE Computer Design Service
Not sure how to measure, install or price
a ShadeTree® Retractable Canopy System
for your deck or patio?

We’ll make it easy!
Simply sketch the footprint of the area you wish to have covered in
ShadeTree Canopies and fax it to our CAD Department at
614-844-5991. Once we have your measurements, one of our shade
design consultants will follow-up with a quote and FREE CAD design.
16’

38’
21’4”

16’

10 - ShadeTree

(There is no obligation to purchase)
If your area is a complicated or unusual shape
and/or you’re not comfortable taking the measurements
yourself, ask about our on-site measuring service.
To determine the # of canopies for your deck or patio, use grid paper or the handy grid above and fax the measurements and sketch to 614-844-5991. (Each 1/4” square below equals 1ft.)
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Installation Options:
en
es
tly
asked q u

In a survey of ShadeTree purchasers by an independent Ohio
State University survey group, over 70% rated installation as
“Easy” . . . with a sizeable segment adding that they found the job
“much easier than they had anticipated.” Only 3% of purchasers
indicated they had any difficulty with installation.

Q

Most models require no carpentry skills whatsoever. You simply
follow the easy assembly instructions that are provided, fitting
the pre-cut & pre-drilled sections together piece by piece.

A

®

The Forester model requires only minimal carpentry skills . . . to
construct the wood support frame of your choice. Once the
frame is up, the ShadeTree canopies can be installed easily in a
single afternoon.
The canopies are pre-assembled at the factory. All you do is
guide the rollers into the tracks and add the locking mechanism.
Then you’re ready to enjoy your deck or patio no matter how
bright the sun gets.

ti
on

qu
fre

No matter which ShadeTree® model you select, you’ll be amazed
how easy it is to install. Simple, step-by-step instructions are
enclosed with each shipment.

s

Do-it-yourself

Can I mount the brackets that
hold the track right to the wood
siding on my house, or do I need to
mount them to studs in the walls?

The brackets need to be anchored
to a solid surface. A simple ledger
board may be necessary if surface is not
solid. Easy-to-follow instructions are
included.
.............

If we change the color of our
house in the future, can I order
replacement fabric without buying a
whole new system?

Q

Yes, you can change the fabric whenever you wish. There are new and
exciting patterns available frequently.

A

.............

No-Hassle Installation
Referral Service

Q
A

If you don’t want to install your
ShadeTree® Canopy System yourself, you
can use the services of our network of
independent installers. Simply give us
your name, address and zip code and
we’ll put you in touch with a local,
independent installer.

Will the canopy keep rain off of
our patio?

No. ShadeTree® canopies are
designed for shade. The mesh fabrics, which allow cool breezes to flow
through them, also allow water to penetrate. Although the solid fabrics shed
water, rain can come through the space
between the sections.
.............

Cooler indoors, too . . . with lower air conditioning bills
Shading your deck or patio during the heat of the
day can make a big difference inside your house,
too. That’s because the sun’s rays penetrate
through windows or glass doors to make
inside temperatures rise rapidly, causing air
conditioning equipment to run long hours.
!

L

o
s
In studies conducted by The American Society
w
ill
er
co olin g b
of Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers, exterior fabric shading systems (such as the ShadeTree®
System) were found to reduce indoor heat gain by 55 to 65 % on
south-facing windows and 75 % on windows with western exposure*.

With less heat gain inside the home, air conditioning systems run fewer
hours from spring through fall, which results in dramatic decreases in
electric bills.

Q
A

Is there a warranty on the
ShadeTree® Canopy System?

The system’s posts and tracks are
warranted for 10 years against
breakage following installation.
Hardware is warranted for five years.
Fabrics have a warranty for five years
against fading and mildew. (Warranty
value is “pro-rated” based on invoice date.)
.............

How do I get my builder to incorporate your ShadeTree® canopies
into my new house deck?

Q

Have him contact us! We’ll be glad
to work with him and can even
assist in the design process.

A

Shade
F.A.Q.’s
(Frequently asked questions)

Q
A

Can I paint the tracks to match the
color of my house?

Painting the tracks could cause the
rollers to jam if excess paint were to
get into the tracks. (Painting the tracks
will also void your warranty.)
.............

Q
A

Since the canopies are flat, will
they collect rain water?

The canopies are only 60”, 46” or 30”
wide, therefore the rain easily runs
off the edges.
.............

If I make a small mistake in measuring the length of the tracks, how
do we fix it?

Q

That’s an important question.
We’ve designed a special “extender
bracket” for each track to accommodate
errors up to 11⁄2 inches, plus or minus
the correct measurement.

A

.............

Q
A

Will the ShadeTree® system work
on a vertical basis?

No. The ShadeTree® canopy systems
primarily protect from overhead
sun, but there is some late-afternoon
sun protection from the fabric that
hangs down with the handle for opening and closing the canopy. Our
Backyard Blinds are a perfect solution
for that late afternoon and evening side
glare. (See page 34-35.)
.............

What if I need HOA approval to
install a ShadeTree System on my
home?

Q

ShadeTree will provide you with
fabric samples, CAD drawings,
mounting, anchoring and any other
ShadeTree product specifications you
need to get the necessary HOA
approval.

A

* Source: Industrial Fabrics Products Review, December 1998
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Order your
ShadeTree® Canopy today!

1-800-894-3801
FAX 614-844-5991

ShadetreeCanopies.com

Turn your patio into a cool outdoor room!
An attractive and flexible way to cover your deck or patio,
with large retractable shade.
This revolutionary, yet simple, retractable shade system let’s you add
shade anywhere. Overhead canopy kits are available to attach to a
wood support structure you design, or you can use our complete
support structures in aluminum or vinyl. With over forty handsome
decorator outdoor fabrics, you can add value, excitement and hours of
enjoyment to your home or business. Whether you’re seeking shelter
from the sun’s intense rays, or simply jazzing up the patio area, you’ll
appreciate the many benefits of ShadeTree® Retractable Canopies.

®

Retractable Deck & Patio Canopies

®

®

© 2012 ShadeTree® Cool Living, LLC. ShadeTree is a registered trademark of ShadeTree Cool Living, LLC. ShadeTree U. S. patent #5794679 &
6,006,809. International patents pending. Sunbrella® is a registered trademark of Glen Raven Mills, Inc. Outdura® is a trademark of is a registered
trademark of Shuford Mills, LLC.

